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About This Game

Magical Monster Land takes inspiration from various 16-bit platformers of the past and adds in a few modern elements.

Features:

Momentum based platforming

Play with keyboard or a controller

Option to rebind the controls

Each world has unique music and enemies

Levels filled with secrets and no time limit, so you're free to explore

World maps with branching paths

Ability to replay levels to find secrets that you missed

Collect coins to spend in the item shop or on mini games to earn extra lives
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8 save files

Collect Mystery Medals to unlock more levels

Original soundtrack by Gustav Eriksson
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Title: Magical Monster Land
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Ravengrounds LIMITED
Publisher:
Ravengrounds LIMITED
Release Date: 15 Oct, 2018
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Dang it this game is very challenging the more you progress. If you hate DarkSouls, leave this game.. Magical Monster Land has
the solid foundations to be a good casual Platformer, albeit a bit generic. Only two worlds (only the first is finished) are
available at this time, running about an hour of playtime realistically. With that in mind, its hard to say where the game will go
from here. There is a massive amount of work ahead for the single developer to complete and flesh out the five-world goal.

The game is similar to the SNES era Donkey Kong Country and Super Mario 2-D platformers. Although as of now the game
plays more casual version of those. The weapon power ups do trivialize the enemies to a large extent, the strength of the
playable character is vastly different without them. Keep in mind these earlier worlds are intended to easy. It's hard to say how
the difficult curve will develop. Notably, the first boss is a step up in difficulty compared to everything else in the game and is
welcome challenge.

I\u2019m happy to say the game works great with a Xbox-360 gamepad and I had zero problems getting it to work, and the
controls can be rebound as desired.

I\u2019m excited to see how this game develops.
. Dang it this game is very challenging the more you progress. If you hate DarkSouls, leave this game.. Causes a terrible issue to
system32 folder in Windows 10. Only the third boot will offer you the solution, but just don't risk it. DON'T EVEN BUY IT!. I
really enjoyed this game, I'd recommend it to anyone who is a big fan of platformers like myself.. Magical Monster Land has
the solid foundations to be a good casual Platformer, albeit a bit generic. Only two worlds (only the first is finished) are
available at this time, running about an hour of playtime realistically. With that in mind, its hard to say where the game will go
from here. There is a massive amount of work ahead for the single developer to complete and flesh out the five-world goal.
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